VIRTUAL REALITY

THE FUTURE OF
WORKFORCE
INTERACTION
FURTURE WORKING PROJECT

THE FUTURE OF
WORKFORCE
INTERACTION
THE BRIEF
The way in which we work is
changing, remote and global working
is becoming a more available and
commonly used form of working. To
this end, more and more industries
are looking to use virtual reality to
change the way they work.

This project is designed to give
you the chance to come up
with ways in which industries
could use this technology.

THE PROJECT
Research an industry- are they
currently doing anything in VR?
How could VR change the way
they work?
Who within the industry would
it benefit?

Pick an idea that you came up
with during your research.
What is your idea?
What makes it unique?
How will people use/interact
with it?

PROJECT PROCESS
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Industry Research

Idea Development

Understand the industry
you want to help, are they
already doing work in VR.
How will this technology
impact their workforce.

Develop an in-depth
solution into how your
VR idea will positively
impact the industry you
have chosen to support.

03
Completion
Idea finilization, with an
understanding how it
will impact the industry
and workforce that will
be using it.

THINGS TO CONSIDER
INDUSTRY RESEARCH
Its best to look at an industry that you have an interest in for
example; manufacturing, construction, tourism, creative industries
etc. Once you have decided what industry you would like to help,
begin to look into if any businesses from that industry have begun
to use virtual reality, and if they have what are they using it for.
Be sure to think of basic ideas as you research, and check to see if
its being done currently, if so how could your idea be different to
make it unique. Do not think you need to reinvent the wheel.
Understand how industry currently do things and what issues are
created due to their existing processes, how can you make them
better.
Make sure virtual reality is right for the job, it is never a good
idea

IDEA DEVELOPMENT

The most important thing is to remember that your idea must have
a noticeable positive impact on the business, it is never a good idea
to try and force technology into a space where it is not really
needed.
First and foremost, is VR fit for the purpose you are suggesting.
Make sure that the VR experience is simple enough for everyone
to use, especially those who have never used VR before.
Make sure that your VR experience/tool is relevant to what the
user will be doing in the real world within their job, don't fall
into the trap of adding otherworldly things just because its a
virtual world.
If you make an experience, it should not be too long, look at
typical VR experience lengths. This is mainly for comfort and eye
safety.

SUBMISSION DETAILS

HOW TO SUBMIT
Please submit your projects to be reviewed and judged by not only
ourselves, but a one of the regions VR development businesses. One
lucky submission will also win a tour of the state of the art PROTO
facility in Gateshead.
Please send completed projects to:
info@sunderlandsoftwarecity.com
Closing Date: 23rd April 2020

SHOW US YOUR WORK!
We would also love to see you during the development of your
character! Take a selfie
of you working on the project, or some cool in progress images and
we will feature
them on our social media, it is a great chance to help show
everyone the creativity you
all have!
To submit in progress images, tag our social media in your posts:
Twitter: @WIGateshead
Facebook: Work Inspiration Gateshead

